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Background: *Clostridium perfringens* toxin NetB is a key factor in avian necrotic enteritis.

Results: NetB forms heptameric pores structurally similar to *Staphylococcus aureus* toxins but lacks a phosphocholine binding pocket. NetB activity is enhanced by cholesterol.

Conclusion: NetB has distinct binding specificity, and cholesterol may act as a receptor.

Significance: The structure of NetB will facilitate development of control measures against necrotic enteritis.

NetB is a pore-forming toxin produced by *Clostridium perfringens* and has been reported to play a major role in the pathogenesis of avian necrotic enteritis, a disease that has emerged due to the removal of antibiotics in animal feedstuffs. Here we present the crystal structure of the pore form of NetB solved to 3.9 Å. The heptameric assembly shares structural homology to the staphylococcal α-hemolysin. However, the rim domain, a region that is thought to interact with the target cell membrane, shows sequence and structural divergence leading to the alteration of a phosphocholine binding pocket found in the staphylococcal toxins. Consistent with the structure we show that NetB does not bind phosphocholine efficiently but instead interacts directly with cholesterol leading to enhanced oligomerization and pore formation. Finally we have identified conserved and non-conserved amino acid positions within the rim loops that significantly affect binding and toxicity of NetB. These findings present new insights into the mode of action of these pore-forming toxins, enabling the design of more effective control measures against necrotic enteritis and providing potential new tools to the field of bionanotechnology.

For decades antibiotics have been added to animal feedstuffs, leading to enhanced weight gain and more efficient conversion of feed into body mass (1). However, there are concerns that the addition of antibiotics to animal feedstuffs contributes to the spread of antibiotic resistance. Consequently, the use of antibiotics as growth promoters has been banned in some countries (2). The reduction in the use of antibiotic growth promoters has had some unexpected consequences. Worryingly, some infectious diseases have become more widespread in livestock and are now emerging diseases. One of these diseases is necrotic enteritis in poultry, caused by the bacterium *Clostridium perfringens*. Acute necrotic enteritis is characterized by a sudden increase in flock mortality, and at necropsy necrotic foci are found in the intestinal mucosa. Chronic disease, which does not result in death, is less easily diagnosed (3–5). This form of the disease results in reduced weight gain in poultry (6, 7) and is likely to cause the greatest economic losses (8). The full impact of the reduction in antibiotic growth promoters on the incidence of necrotic enteritis is not yet known. However, it has been estimated that the current cost of necrotic enteritis to the international poultry industry is approximately 2 billion United States dollars a year (9, 10).

Recently, a newly discovered toxin from *C. perfringens*, termed NetB (necrotic enteritis toxin B-like), has been shown to play a major role in disease (11). The mode of action of this toxin is not fully understood, but Keyburn et al. (11) have shown that based on osmotic protection assays, NetB appears to form pores of ∼1.7-nm diameter in Leghorn chicken hepatocellular carcinoma cells (LMH).<sup>4</sup> Importantly, a netB mutant of *C. perfringens* was unable to cause gut lesions in experimentally infected poultry (11). On the basis of limited sequence homology with other bacterial toxins, NetB is likely to be a member of the of β-pore-forming toxin (β-PFT) family. Respectively, NetB shares 30 and 25% sequence identity to *Staphylococcus aureus* α-hemolysin (αHL) and γ-hemolysin (γHL) component B (HlgB or LufF) and 38 and 40% sequence identity to the β and δ toxins of *C. perfringens* (supplemental Fig. 1). The heptameric structure of one of the most widely studied β-PFT’s, *S. aureus* αHL, was determined more than 15 years ago (92).

The abbreviations used are: LMH, hepatocellular carcinoma cell; β-PFT, β-pore-forming toxin; αHL, α-hemolysin; γHL, γ-hemolysin; VCC, *V. cholerae* cytolsin toxin; hRBC and cRBC, human and chicken RBC; PG, phos- phatidylglycerol; DOPC, dioleoylphosphatidylcholine; MPD, 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol; Bis-Tris, 2-[bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino]-2-(hydroxymethyl)propane-1,3-diol.
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years ago (12) and was until recently the only high resolution structure of a β-PFT in the membrane-inserted form. The ring-shaped complex resembles a mushroom, with the cap forming the extracellular domain and the stem forming the membrane-spanning region, in which each subunit contributes one β-hairpin. More recently, the structures of the bi-component, hetero-octameric complex of γHl from S. aureus (13), composed of four copies of LukF and Hlg2 (HlgA), and the cholesterol-requiring Vibrio cholerae cytotoxin (VCC) (14) were also determined by x-ray crystallography. Both toxins feature architectures common to αHL and demonstrate how distantly related toxins from different organisms adopt a similar pore-forming architecture.

Although NetB appears to form pores in target cell membranes, little is known about the molecular basis of toxicity, which hinders our ability to devise effective control measures against necrotic enteritis. In this study we report the crystal structure of the heptameric complex of NetB in detergent, which likely represents the membrane-inserted pore form. The active toxin adopts a similar conformation to αHL but displays important differences in the membrane binding region and the pore lumen that may influence its specificity and channel forming properties. In addition, we identified residues critical for NetB binding and toxicity and have shown that cholesterol is important for NetB activity. This work will provide the basis for the development of vaccines against necrotic enteritis and further our understanding of the mechanisms employed by this family of PFTs.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Molecular Cloning of the netB Gene**—Bacterial genomic DNA from *C. perfringens* strain 56 (15) was isolated and used as a template to amplify the *netB* gene (UniProt accession number A8ULG6), which was subsequently cloned into the pBAD expression vector to generate recombinant pBAD-NetB. Thereby, NetB is expressed as a 331-amino acid protein without its native signal peptide, an N-terminal His tag to facilitate affinity purification, and an Xpress™ tag epitope for detection. In addition, the following NetB mutants were designed by site-directed mutagenesis: K77A, Y78A, Y79A, Y187A, H188A, Y191A, R200A, Y202A, W257A, E258A, and W262A. Mutants were made with the QuikChange II site-directed mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) and verified by sequencing.

**Expression and Purification of NetB in *E. coli***—*E. coli* carrying the pHAD-NetB vector was grown to an optical density (A595 nm) of 0.5, and expression of NetB was induced for 6 h by adding arabinose at a final concentration of 0.02% (w/v). Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation, and cells were lysed enzymatically by using BugBuster reagent (Novagen). NetB protein was purified by His-bind chromatography columns (GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Subsequently, the protein was dialyzed into Tris-buffered saline (TBS) by using PD-10 desalting columns (GE Healthcare), and protein concentrations were measured with a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Pierce). Protein integrity was assessed by UV and CD measurements at the Biomolecular Spectroscopy Centre, King’s College London, UK.

**On-cell Western™ Blotting**—Binding ability of NetB to a chicken hepatocellular carcinoma epithelial cell line (LMH; ATCC: CRL-2117) was addressed by an On-cell Western™ assay using the Odyssey CLx infrared imaging system (Li-Cor). LMH cells were grown in Waymouth’s MB 752/1 medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator to 70–80% confluency on 96-well plates and fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature. After washing three times with TBS, cells were incubated with NetB or TBS only as negative control for 10 min at 37 °C. Cells were then washed 3 times with TBS and blocked by using the Odyssey blocking buffer for 1.5 h at room temperature. Cells were then incubated with an anti-Xpress antibody (Invitrogen; 1:1000) overnight at 4 °C. After washing 3 times with TBS, IRdye 800CW goat anti-mouse (Li-Cor; 1:800) secondary antibody was added, and cells were incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed three times with TBS, and fluorescence was measured by the Odyssey CLx infrared scanner.

**Hemolysis Assay**—Hemolysis assays with NetB were performed using human or chicken red blood cells (hRBCs, cRBCs). At first erythrocytes were washed 3 times with TBS buffer. The final stock suspension was prepared by resuspending RBCs in TBS at 15% (v/v), obtaining a concentration of ~4.6 × 10⁶ cells/ml. A 2-fold dilution series of NetB was made in a 96-well microtiter plate, and RBCs were then added to each well leading to molar concentrations of NetB ranging from 20 nM to 5 μM. The extent of hemolysis was monitored by measuring absorbance at 595 nm for 1 h at room temperature with the iMark microplate reader (Bio-Rad) and using the Microplate Manager 6.0 software (Bio-Rad). For selected mutants, additional measurements were taken at 2, 4, and 24 h at a molar concentration of 5 μM. The controls consisted of TBS as the negative control for 0% hemolysis and 2% (v/v) Triton X-100 as the positive control for 100% hemolysis. Data are shown either as the median cytotoxic dose (CT₅₀) for causing 50% hemolysis within 1 h or as the degree of hemolysis after 2, 4, and 24 h compared with the controls.

**Liposome Preparation and NetB Oligomer Isolation**—To induce oligomerization of NetB, lipid vesicles containing egg phosphatidylcholine, egg phosphatidylglycerol (PG), lysaminorhodamine B-labeled phosphatidylethanolamine, and cholesterol were prepared. Lipids dissolved in ethanol (Avanti Polar Lipids) were mixed at the appropriate ratio and dried under a nitrogen stream. To ensure no residual solvent remained, lipids were further dried in a vacuum desiccator for 1 h. Lipids were hydrated by the addition of buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl) and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Lipid suspensions were then thawed at 37 °C, and the freeze-thaw process was repeated two more times. The lipid suspensions were then extruded 21
times through a 100-nm diameter filter using an Avanti lipid extruder. Liposomes were used fresh or frozen at –80 °C until further use. NetB was mixed with liposomes at a protein-to-lipid weight ratio of 2:1 and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h to allow oligomerization. In most cases monomeric NetB was removed by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 × g for 45 min at 4 °C using a Beckman TLA 110 rotor. NetB was then extracted in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and detergent (1% (w/v) octyl β-D-glucopyranoside, 5 mM lauryldimethylamine oxide, 40 mM Hexaethylene glycol monodecyl ether (C10E6), or 1 mM pentaethylene glycol monooctyl ether (C8E5)). Unsolubilized material was removed by ultracentrifugation as before. As a final step, detergent-solubilized NetB oligomer was passed over a 25-ml Superose 6 size-exclusion column. During this step the majority of lipid associated with NetB was removed as judged by the color of the fractions; fractions containing solubilized lipid eluted immediately after NetB and were pink in color due to rhodamine-labeled phosphatidylethanolamine. NetB oligomer was then concentrated to 15–18 mg/ml for crystallization using an Amicon 100-kDa cutoff concentrator. The color of the concentrated protein also indicated the presence of some lipids still associated with NetB.

**Oligomerization and Calcein Release Assays**—Lipid vesicles composed of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), egg PG, and varying amounts of cholesterol were prepared as described above. To measure NetB oligomerization, liposomes (1 mM lipid) or deoxycholic acid (6 or 12 mM) or 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD; 10–30% v/v) were mixed with NetB monomer (7 μM) and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. Samples were then mixed with SDS sample loading buffer and run on 4–12% Bis-Tris SDS-PAGE gels without sample heating or boiling. Gels were crystallized initially using the sitting drop method in 12% (w/v) PEG 4000, 100 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 6.5. However, these crystals were too small for diffraction studies. Optimization using a combination of limited trypsin proteolysis and the addition of the additive detergent polyethylene glycol dodecyl ether (Thesit® part of the Hampton detergent screen) led to crystals that diffracted to ~4 Å. Data were collected on a Rigaku Saturn 944 CCD detector mounted on a Rigaku Micromax x-ray generator. Data were indexed and integrated with Mosflm (17) and scaled using SCALA (18) as part of the CCP4 (19) package. Molecular replacement was carried out using Phaser MR (20) and the αHL heptamer structure (PDB ID 7AHL) as a search model. The initial model was refined using Phenix (21) with non-crystallographic symmetry, Ramachandran and secondary structure restraints, and increased weighting on stereochemical terms. At the final stages Ramachandran restraints were released. Manual building and real space refinement was performed using COOT (22), and model validation was calculated using Molprobity (23). PyMOL (24) was used for visualization and electrostatic potential surface rendering. A model with all side chains present was used for electrostatic potential calculation even when side-chain density was not visible in the electron density map. Data collection and refinement statistics are shown in Table 1.

**RESULTS**

Mutations within the Rim Domain of NetB Affect Binding and Toxicity—NetB shares ~30% identity with αHL, the prototypical member of this family of small β-PFTs. Sequence compar-
isons with other members of this family indicate that a number of residues identified as critical for function among the staphylococcal members are also present in *C. perfringens* NetB, δ and β toxins (supplemental Fig. 1). In this study site-directed mutagenesis was used to determine whether mutation of key residues along the rim loops, assumed to be involved in cell binding, would affect NetB function.

First, NetB was evaluated for cytotoxicity toward LMH cells. The median cytotoxic dose (CT50) of NetB toward LMH cells was determined as 800 nM (supplemental Fig. 2). Fig. 1A shows the morphological effects of NetB on LMH cells. The left panel demonstrates the epithelial and dendritic-like growth of untreated cells. Treatment with purified NetB (800 nM, 1 h) caused rapid cell blebbing and swelling (right panel), whereas longer incubation periods led to total cell lysis. The binding ability of NetB to LMH cells was analyzed using an On-cell Western™ assay. Fig. 1B shows binding of each mutant relative to wild type NetB. Mutants Y191A, R200A, W257A, and W262A showed significantly reduced binding compared with wild type toxin, with mutant W262A having the lowest affinity.

**FIGURE 1.** Morphological damage of LMH cells induced by NetB and functional analysis of NetB rim mutants. **A,** shown are untreated cells (left panel) and cells incubated with NetB (800 nM, 1 h, right panel). Cell swelling and blebbing induced by NetB can be seen on the right panel. **B,** shown is binding to LMH cells. **C,** shown is the cytotoxic effect of NetB on LMH cells. **D—F,** hemolysis of human (hRBCs) or chicken red blood cells (cRBCs) is shown. **D,** a 2-fold dilution series of NetB was incubated with hRBCs for 1 h at 37 °C. The cytotoxic dose to lyse 50% of the cells (CT50) was determined within the given time period. **E,** rim mutants Y191A, R200A, W257A, and W262A were incubated with hRBCs at a molar concentration of 5 μM, and the degree of hemolysis was determined at 2, 4, and 24 h. Hemolysis is shown relative to the signal of untreated (0%) and lysed (100%) hRBCs. **F,** hemolysis of cRBCs was carried out as described for hRBCs and using wild type NetB and mutants Y191A, R200A, W257A and W262A.
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to the cells. Subsequently, the three NetB mutants showing the lowest affinity in the On-cell Western™ assay (Y191A, R200A, and W262A) were tested for their abilities to cause lysis of LMH cells at 4, 8, or 16 μM concentrations (Fig. 1C). All three mutants showed reduced cytotoxicity relative to wild type NetB, with W262A showing the highest decrease.

In addition, the hemolytic activity of NetB was evaluated by incubating the toxin with either hRBCs or cRBCs. Fig. 1D shows the CT_{50} values of the NetB variants on hRBCs. However, CT_{50} values of mutants Y191A, R200A, W257A, and W262A could not be determined, as they only caused incomplete hemolysis within 1 h, even at 5 μM concentrations. Therefore, these mutants were incubated with hRBCs for an extended period, and the degree of hemolysis was monitored at 2, 4, and 24 h (Fig. 1E). Again, mutants Y191A, R200A, W257A, and W262A showed the most significant decrease in activity relative to wild type NetB. In addition, mutants Y78A, Y187A, H188A, and Y202A also showed a significant increase in CT_{50} values. When cRBCs were tested for hemolysis, the CT_{50} value of the wild type was more than 3-fold lower as compared with hRBCs (Fig. 1F). Furthermore, the CT_{50} of the mutants Y191A, R200A, W257A, and W262A could now be measured as they caused complete hemolysis within the 1-h time frame. However, their activity was significantly lower than of wild type toxin.

In summary, replacement of conserved residues along the rim loops of NetB (Tyr-191, Arg-200, Trp-257, and Trp-262) had the most dramatic effect on NetB cell binding and toxicity. In addition, due to the broader dynamic range of the hemolysis assay, it could be shown that non-conserved residues such as Tyr-78, Tyr-187, His-188, and Tyr-202 also play a role in NetB function.

NetB Oligomerizes and Forms Discrete Pores on Cholesterol-rich Vesicles—NetB is secreted as a water-soluble monomer that is thought to oligomerize on the target cell surface before pore formation (11). When overexpressed in Escherichia coli, NetB accumulates in the cytoplasm in its monomeric form and can be purified by standard metal-affinity chromatography. To promote assembly of the oligomer, we tested the effect of detergents, amphiphiles, and lipids on the oligomeric state of NetB. The addition of the ionic detergent deoxycholate above the critical micelle concentration (6 or 12 μM) or MPD (10–30% v/v) did not produce SDS-resistant oligomers (Fig. 2A). However, the presence of 20–30% (v/v) MPD did affect NetB, evidenced by the reduction of the monomer and a smeary appearance in these lanes (Fig. 2A, lanes 2 and 3). MPD may cause NetB to form aggregates that cannot enter the gel. These findings are in contrast to αHL, which assembles into the membrane-inserted form upon the addition of deoxycholate (25) or MPD above 20% (v/v) (26). Next, liposomes composed of the pure, unsaturated lipid DOPC, egg PG, and cholesterol were evaluated for their ability to promote NetB oligomerization. The efficiency of oligomerization was assessed by incubating NetB and liposomes at a molar ratio of 350:1 (NetB:liposomes) and monitoring the reduction of monomer on SDS-PAGE. In the absence of cholesterol, 85% of the total protein was in the monomeric form, indicating that NetB had only partially oligomerized (Fig. 2B, lane 2). The monomer fraction decreased to 65, 35, and 10% of the total protein input in the presence of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 molar ratio of cholesterol, respectively (Fig. 2B, lanes 3–5). The decrease of monomer was also accompanied by a corresponding increase of SDS-resistant oligomers. Thus, the inclusion of cholesterol promoted NetB oligomerization with an almost linear dependence.

To further investigate the role of cholesterol and to test if oligomerization of NetB corresponds to the formation of productive pores, we used small unilamellar vesicles loaded with the self-quenching fluorophore calcein (R_{H} = 8 Å (27)). Liposomes were subjected to increasing amounts of NetB monomer and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. The total fluorescence was then measured as an indicator of calcein release (pore formation) and normalized against 100% calcein release using Triton X-100. As seen in Fig. 2C, vesicles without cholesterol promoted pore formation by NetB only at high protein concentrations and resulted in ~30% calcein release. However, the inclusion of cholesterol increased pore formation in a dose-dependent way. For example, vesicles with 50 mol% cholesterol allowed 10 times more calcein release than vesicles with 10 mol% cholesterol (at 1 μM NetB). Cone-shaped lipids such as cholesterol promote the transition of the bilayer to the inverted hexagonal phase, which may facilitate toxin insertion (28). To investigate whether the shape of the phospholipids is important for NetB insertion, vesicles containing 50 mol% egg phosphatidylethanolamine, also a cone-shaped lipid, were tested for pore formation. As seen in Fig. 2C, these vesicles did not readily promote pore formation.

We reasoned that the effect of cholesterol on NetB activity might be due to a better exposure of the phosphocholine head groups of DOPC, which may act as a receptor for the toxin. This would concentrate the toxin on the membrane surface, allowing it to oligomerize and insert more efficiently as reported previously for αHL (29). To determine if NetB can bind to a specific lipid moiety, we performed a simple protein lipid overlay assay. Membranes spotted with 100 pmol of various lipids (Sphingosstrips™) were incubated with NetB bearing an N-terminal hexahistidine tag, and binding specificity was probed using anti-His antibodies. Surprisingly, NetB bound to cholesterol but not to phosphatidylcholine (Fig. 2D). Some binding was also seen to the glycosphingolipid sulfatide but to a lesser extent. No binding of NetB was observed to sphingomyelin. Negative controls using C. perfringens enterotoxin (Fig. 2E) and tobacco etch virus protease (Fig. 2F) revealed no binding to cholesterol but some binding to sulfatide, as seen for NetB.

To confirm that NetB formed discrete pores and that calcein was not being released as a result of liposome fragmentation, NetB-liposome mixtures were observed by transmission electron microscopy. Negatively stained specimens showed ring-shaped structures protruding from the liposomes, which measured ~10 nm in diameter (Fig. 2G). Furthermore, the liposome size distribution seemed unaffected by NetB as compared with lipid only controls (supplemental Fig. 3). Collectively, these results indicate that NetB produces discrete pores of at least 1.6 nm in diameter, and although NetB is able to oligomerize and form pores in the presence of phosphatidylcholine vesicles alone, at lower NetB concentrations inclusion of cholesterol increases the conversion to oligomer and pore formation by almost an order of magnitude. Finally the lipid overlay assay
clearly shows that NetB is able to bind directly to cholesterol in the absence of any other lipids.

**Solubilization and Crystallization of the NetB Oligomer**—A range of non-ionic and zwitterionic detergents were tested for their abilities to solubilize and maintain the oligomers of NetB, which were observed in lipid vesicles, in micellar solution. Laurysdimethylamine-oxide, octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside, and hexaethylene glycol monodecyl ether (C10E6) efficiently solubilized the NetB assemblies, indicated by a sharp oligomer peak on size-exclusion chromatography (supplemental Fig. 4). In contrast, the detergent pentaethylene glycol monooctyl ether (C8E5) resulted in a broad elution profile and led to NetB precipitation immediately after elution. Interestingly, residual lipids from the liposomes were still associated with NetB even after size-exclusion chromatography (see “Experimental Procedures”). Detergents that efficiently solubilized NetB were then used for crystallization trials. Only NetB solubilized in C10E6 yielded crystals that diffracted beyond 12 Å. Crystal quality was improved by the addition of an additive detergent and limited proteolysis using trypsin, which resulted in the removal of the first 20 residues from the N terminus as determined by N-terminal sequencing. The best crystals belonged to the space group C2 (unit cell dimensions; a = 11005 Å, b = 168 Å, c = 160 Å, α = 90°, β = 109.4°, γ = 90°) and diffracted to 4 Å. Molecular replacement using the αHL heptamer (PDB ID 7AHL) resulted in a single solution with two heptamers in the asymmetric unit and a solvent content of 71%. The presence of 14-fold non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) produced maps...

---

**FIGURE 2. In vitro oligomerization and pore-forming activity of NetB.** A, NetB oligomerization in the presence of amphiphiles is shown. Monomer and oligomer band positions are indicated. Lane 1, NetB plus 10% (v/v) MPD. Lane 2, NetB plus 20% (v/v) MPD. Lane 3, NetB plus 30% (v/v) MPD. Lane 4, NetB plus 6 M deoxycholate. Lane 5, NetB plus 12 M deoxycholate. B, NetB oligomerization in the presence of liposomes is shown. Lane 1, NetB only. Lane 2, NetB plus DPOC:PG (9:1). Lane 3, NetB plus DPOC:PG:Cho (8:1:1). Lane 4, NetB plus DPOC:PG:Cho (7:1:2). Lane 5, NetB plus DPOC:PG:Cho (4:1:5). SDS-PAGE samples were run without boiling. Cho, cholesterol. PE, phosphatidylethanolamine. C, calcein-loaded liposomes of the indicated compositions were incubated with NetB (D), C. perfringens enterotoxin (E), and tobacco etch virus protease (F). SphingoStrips™ (Echelon) were incubated with the His6-tagged proteins as described under “Experimental Procedures” and developed using anti-His6 antibodies. Lipid spots: 1, sphingosine; 2, sphingosine-1-phosphate; 3, phytosphingosine; 4, ceramide; 5, sphingomyelin; 6, sphingosylphosphorylcholine; 7, lysophosphatic acid; 8, myriocin; 9, monosialoganglioside; 10, disialoganglioside; 11, 3-sulfogalactoceramide (sulfatide); 12, psychosine; 13, cholesterol; 14, lysophosphocholine; 15, phosphatidylcholine; 16, blank. G, electron microscopy of NetB-liposome mixtures is shown. NetB were mixed with liposomes containing cholesterol (50 mol %). Samples were negatively stained with 2% (w/v) aqueous uranyl acetate and observed using a Philips T12 transmission electron microscope. The liposomes appear completely decorated with 10-nm ring structures, whereas some side views are visible at the liposome edges extending above the liposome surface.
in which most of the protein chain could be built and the side chains could be placed with an accuracy that is unusually high for this resolution (supplemental Fig. 5). Although trypsin removed the first 20 residues, electron density was only visible from residue 25.

**Structure of NetB and Pore Assembly**—Each NetB monomer contains 15 β-strands, accounting for 53% of the polypeptide, whereas the remainder is made up of one 3_10-helix, one short α-helix, and random coil. As with αHL (12), NetB can be divided into three main domains: β-sandwich, rim, and stem (Fig. 3A). The β-sandwich domain consists of two β-sheets composed of strands 1, 2, 3, 6, and 11 and strands 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15, and a single α-helix. Strands 5 and 12 extend into the lower part of the molecule, and these strands along with strands 4 and 13, the 3_10-helix and considerable random coil, make up the rim domain. The stem domain contains the long, curved amphipathic hairpin (strands 7 and 8), which is connected to the β-sandwich domain through two short coils, forming a triangle region similar to that in other membrane-inserted β-PFTs (12, 13). As described above, the first 20 N-terminal residues were removed by trypsin, and therefore, the amino-latch equivalent region, which latches on to the adjacent subunit in αHL (12), is not present in the NetB structure. A NetB monomer shares the highest structural similarity with δ toxin.
from *C. perfringens* (PDB ID 2YGT). Superposition of a NetB monomer with δ toxin results in a root mean square deviation of 1.2 Å (Ca-Ca) by secondary structure matching (19) even though the δ toxin structure represents the water-soluble monomer without the stem extended. Superposition with the *S. aureus* αHL monomer results in a root mean square deviation of 1.55 Å. Fig. 3B illustrates the structural conservation between NetB and αHL. With the exception of two small β-strands that are absent in NetB (αHL strands 11 and 12; supplemental Fig. 1), secondary structure elements are largely conserved between the two toxins. Areas of small structural deviation to αHL exist in all three domains. For example, loop positions in the β-sandwich domain between strands 5 and 6 and strands 11 and 12 deviate from the corresponding loops in αHL. Strand 15 in αHL, which spans the rim and β-sandwich domains, is composed of two separate strands (13 and 14) in NetB. Finally, although the NetB stem domain adopts a similar curvature to αHL, the turn at the cytoplasmic end bends inward toward the pore lumen in NetB.

The most interesting differences between the two toxins lie in the area that constitutes the rim loops (Fig. 3C). In particular, a loop after strand 10 (Val-176—Ile-184) is shorter than that of αHL (Asn-172—Arg-184) and does not contain an equivalent to Trp-179, a residue important for lipid binding in αHL and LukF (Trp-177) (12, 30, 31). In addition, strand 4 in NetB lies ~6 Å closer to the 7-fold axis, accounting for a smaller heptamer diameter compared with the αHL heptamer (see below).

A NetB oligomer is composed of seven monomers arranged in a ring that measures 90 Å in diameter and 95 Å along the 7-fold non-crystallographic symmetry axis (Fig. 3, D and E). Thus, the NetB heptamer is slightly more compact than the αHL (100 × 100 Å) (12), γHL (114 × 93 Å) (13), and VCC (135 × 140 Å) (14) assemblies. Each monomer buries a total surface area of ~4200 Å² and forms an extensive hydrogen bond network and a number of salt bridges on both interfaces, including Lys-41 (positional equivalent to His-35 in αHL), which forms a salt bridge to Asp-164 of the neighboring molecule. The seven β-sandwich domains form the cap of the mushroom-shaped heptamer, whereas the stem domains form the 14-strand β-barrel pore. Each β-hairpin extends from Lys-114 and ends at Pro-155, with a GKT tripeptide forming a turn at the cytoplasmic side of the pore. The amphipathic composition of the β-hairpin is illustrated in supplemental Fig. 1. The predicted transmembrane region spans Ile-121 to Val-146 with Ile, Tyr, Val, Ala, and Gly residues exposed to the bilayer, whereas the lumen of the pore consists of uncharged polar residues, glycines, and a single charged residue, Glu-132, at the cytoplasmic entrance of the pore. Two aromatic residues, Tyr-123 on strand 7 and Tyr-144 on strand 8, form an aromatic belt at the upper side of the pore, similar to VCC (14) and some outer membrane proteins (32), and could reside at the hydrophobic core-polar head group interface of the outer bilayer leaflet. The distance from the cytoplasmic entrance of the pore to the aromatic belt is ~27 Å and ~35 Å to the predicted start of the trans-membrane region. A surface representation of the pore colored by electrostatic potential, as calculated by PyMOL (24), exemplifies the hydrophobic nature of the transmembrane region (Fig. 4A). Examination of the charge distribution in the pore lumen reveals two distinct negatively charged areas on either entrance of the β-barrel pore (Fig. 4B). The extracellular side is lined by Asp116 and Glu-153, whereas Glu-132 lines the cytoplasmic entrance. The two negatively charged areas in the NetB pore might influence the selectivity of ions across the membrane. The pore measures ~26 Å in diameter (Ca-Ca), similar to the pores of other members of this family (12–14).

**DISCUSSION**

Necrotic enteritis is an emerging infectious disease in poultry causing huge economic losses to the livestock industry worldwide. NetB, a novel toxin produced by *C. perfringens*, appears to play a key role in the disease. Here, we present the crystal structure of the oligomeric form of NetB, which to our knowledge is the first near-atomic resolution structure of a clostridial β-PFT in the pore state. The heptameric structure, which displays high structural similarity to the staphylococcal toxin αHL, reveals conservation of many of the key residues that are important for
Structure of C. perfringens NetB Toxin

FIGURE 5. Phospholipid binding at the rim domain. Surface representation is shown of the rim domain of αHL (PDB ID 7AHL) (A) and NetB (B) in the same orientation. The phosphocholine binding pocket, which is formed by Trp-179 and Arg-200 in αHL, is absent in NetB. Tyrosine 202 in NetB affects binding and toxicity and could be involved directly in lipid binding. Arginine 200 in NetB is disordered and thus absent from the model.

function in this family of β-PFTs but displays differences that may have evolved separately in the clostridial counterparts.

Binding to the membrane surface of the target cell in this family of PFTs is mediated through the rim domain. This domain contains loops rich in aromatic residues that are proposed to interact with the outer leaflet of the bilayer, and in the case of VCC, these loops may extend further into the membrane and help to destabilize it (14). Residues Trp-179 and Arg-200 in αHL (equivalent to Trp-177 and Arg-198 in LukF), which are located within the rim loops, are essential for toxin function (33, 34) and form a phospholipid binding pocket (Fig. 5A) that has been captured interacting with phosphatidylcholine analogues and amphiphilic groups in several crystallographic structures (12, 13, 26, 30, 31). High resolution crystallographic studies of αHL in complex with glycerophosphocholine showed that Arg-200 forms a water-mediated hydrogen bond to the phosphate, whereas Trp-179 contacts the quaternary ammonium group through cation-π interactions (30). In NetB, mutation of Arg-200 to alanine leads to a significant reduction of binding and toxicity, confirming the importance of this residue in host cell interactions. However, a Trp-179 equivalent is not present in NetB or in the other clostridial toxins (supplemental Fig. 1), and the equivalent rim loop in NetB is shorter. Therefore, this lipid binding residue and consequently the phosphocholine binding pocket is lost in NetB (Fig. 5B). This suggests that NetB and possibly the other clostridial toxins may bind to the host membrane through alternative interactions. In support of this hypothesis are three lines of evidence. First, the protein lipid overlay assay and the calcein release experiments indicate that NetB does not interact efficiently with phosphatidylcholine or sphingomyelin, both of which have phosphocholine head groups. Second, the same assays indicate that NetB interacts directly with cholesterol, and pore formation is enhanced by its presence in bilayers. Third, the monomeric form of β toxin from C. perfringens, which is closely related to NetB and has specificity for ganglioside GM2, has recently been crystallized in the presence of glycerol that mimics the phospholipid groups (PDB ID 2YGT). One of the glycerol molecules forms hydrogen bonds with residues 199–202, including Arg-200, whereas Tyr-201 interacts with the glycerol backbone. In NetB, Tyr-202 may facilitate a similar interaction due to its proximity to Arg-200, and this would explain the reduced hemolytic activity of NetB Y202A (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, tyrosines at this position are only conserved in the clostridial toxins. Thus the clostridial and staphylococcal members of this family of β-PFTs may bind to host membranes using different mechanisms and involving interactions with different lipids.

Tyrosine at position 191 is conserved across this toxin family and in its equivalent substitution in C. perfringens β toxin (Y203F) increases the median lethal dose in mice by more than 2-fold (35). This study has shown that residue Tyr-191 affects host cell binding and consequently cytotoxicity of NetB. A reduction in membrane binding may explain the reduced toxicity of β toxin mutant Y203F. On the neighboring rim loop that extends the farthest toward the membrane, Trp-257 and Trp-262 are also involved in cell binding. Substitution to alanine at either position severely reduces NetB binding to LMH cells, significantly reduces hemolysis on cRBCs, and almost abolishes hemolysis on hRBCs (Fig. 2). These residues are highly conserved in β-PFTs of S. aureus and C. perfringens, and in LukF, W257A abolishes binding to hRBC (33).

The role of the lipid bilayer composition in the function of pore-forming toxins has been extensively studied (28, 36–39). Cholesterol modulates the fluidity of lipid bilayers and promotes a liquid-ordered state intermediate between the gel and liquid-crystalline states at temperatures below the specific transition temperature (Tm) of the lipid (40). This property has been implicated in the function of αHL (37). It has also been suggested that cholesterol may allow the optimal orientation of phosphocholine head groups for toxin interaction (29, 36). Valleva et al. (29) suggested that clustering of phosphocholine head groups in cholesterol-sphingomyelin-containing lipid rafts may act as a high affinity receptor for αHL by exposing more of the phosphocholine head groups. The same study showed that cholesterol depletion of rabbit erythrocytes significantly reduced the sensitivity to αHL, and this was attributed to the disruption of clustered sphingomyelin in lipid rafts (29). It was also hypothesized that cholesterol may interact directly with αHL (36) even though it is not a cholesterol-dependent cytolysin. Moreover, cholesterol, which has a similar overall structure to deoxycholate, a detergent that induces oligomerization of αHL, may facilitate the conformational changes that occur during the insertion process (26). In the case of γHL it was shown that toxin function was not affected by membrane fluidity but
was influenced by the physical properties of the phospholipid (shape and length) and the presence of cholesterol (38). As shown here, NetB activity is also influenced by cholesterol. Liposomes composed of 90 mol% DOPC and no cholesterol did not readily induce oligomerization of NetB, and calcine release occurred only at higher protein concentration. Vesicles composed mostly of DOPC ($T_{m} = -20{\text{C}}$) should exist in the liquid-crystalline state at the experimental temperatures ($>23{\text{C}}$). Thus, membrane fluidity is not the sole factor affecting NetB pore formation. The inclusion of cholesterol up to 50 mol% enhanced oligomerization and calcine release by almost 10-fold. In addition, we showed that it is not the conical shape of cholesterol that confers the bilayer susceptibility to NetB. Finally we show that NetB is able to interact with cholesterol directly in the absence of other lipids. These potentiating properties of cholesterol may reflect a toxin-receptor interaction. At high NetB concentrations, enough monomers may be in close proximity that even weak and transient toxin-membrane interactions may suffice to promote oligomerization. However, at low protein concentrations, stronger interactions for toxin binding are required and may be provided by cholesterol directly. Therefore, although NetB does not belong to the classical cholesterol-dependent cytolysin family, like VCC, its activity is dependent on cholesterol. Although the exact role of membrane cholesterol in NetB function needs to be investigated further, it is clear from this study that it plays a key role in the ability of the toxin to oligomerize and form functional pores. These results may reflect the differences in affinity to target cells in vivo and suggest that the different susceptibility of cells to this family of toxins may be attributed to the composition of the cytoplasmic membrane in addition to a putative protein receptor.

Charged residues in the proximity of the pore entrance and along the pore lumen can affect the ion selectivity and function of this family of β-PFTs (41–43), and much effort has been placed in altering the physicochemical properties of these channels for use in nanotechnology (44, 45). In αHL, the cytoplasmic entrance contains two aspartates (Asp-127 and Asp-128), both of which form salt bridges with Lys-131 of the neighboring molecule (12). In addition, Glu-111 on the extracellular side of the αHL pore is involved in a salt bridge with Lys-147. Thus, the overall charge of the αHL pore is neutral with a slight anion selectivity, which is attributed to Lys-147 lying closer to the lumen center than Glu-111 (43). In γHL (HlgA-HlgB) the removal of a single positive charge in the pore lumen (HlgA Lys-108) significantly increases the conductance and cation selectivity of the channel (41). The entrances from both sides of the NetB pore are lined with acidic residues (Asp-116, Glu-153, and Glu-132) forming two distinct negatively charged belts (Fig. 4B). Given the influence of charged residues on ion selectivity and the absence of any compensating positive charges, we expect the NetB pore to be cation-selective.

In conclusion, the structure of NetB along with the identification of residues important for binding and toxicity will facilitate the development of vaccines against necrotic enteritis as well as provide the framework for future studies on this group of related pore-forming toxins. Finally, NetB could provide a new set of tools for the field of nanotechnology that will benefit greatly by the availability of a molecular structure in the active form.
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